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Introduction

The gradual decline of known oil reserves has resulted in automotive manufacturers seeking
alternative propulsion systems to address today’s stringent fuel economy and emission
standards. Hybrid-Electric Vehicles (HEVs) help meet these objectives by using advanced
electrical energy storage and drive systems to complement conventional powertrains that are
powered by Internal Combustion Engines (ICEs). The combined system strives to maximise the
overall energy conversion efﬁciency of vehicles while signiﬁcantly reducing exhaust emissions.
During development and calibration phases of HEV control strategy, it is of crucial
importance to assess and optimise the vehicle drivability, that is, the driver perception
during manoeuvres such as launch from standstill, tip-in and tip-out, gear shifts, operating
mode changes and, more generally speaking, vehicle response to driver and control unit
commands (Levine, 2010). In particular, the high torque gradients generated during
tip-in and tip-out manoeuvres excite shufﬂe vibrations, the lowest global torsional mode
of the transmission. This low-frequency mode occurs at 2–10 Hz depending on gear ratio.
Transmissions and drivelines with large gear backlash are affected by another undesired
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phenomenon, generally referred to as shunt, that is, an initial jerk of the vehicle preceding
shufﬂe oscillations. Also the continuity of power transmission to the vehicle is a critical
aspect, hence the lack of driving torque at the wheels, called torque hole or torque gap,
should be avoided especially during gear shifts and HEV operating mode changes.
Accurate modelling of the vehicle propulsion system is therefore necessary to evaluate
performance and fuel economy in early stages of the vehicle development process. In the
case of a HEV, the complex interactions between the electrical and mechanical propulsion
systems further increase the need for a high-ﬁdelity vehicle model. It is highly desirable to
characterise the effects of propulsion system controls on HEV drivability using computer
simulation to reduce controller development and calibration effort.
The objective of this paper is to present such a control-oriented HEV drivability model
that allows for the prediction of quasi-steady and transient vehicle responses in the
low-frequency spectrum (up to 10 Hz). These responses mainly affect the energy consumption
and drivability of a hybrid vehicle.1 Prediction of undesired transient driveline phenomena
such as shufﬂe, shunt, torque holes and response delays is one of the primary objectives of
the proposed vehicle model. A number of drivability issues have been previously investigated
in conventional drivetrains for pedal tip-in/tip-out (Levine, 2010; Lefebvre et al., 2003) and
for gear-shifting in automatic transmissions (Asgari et al., 2006; Clausing et al., 2002; Cho,
1987) and (automated) manual transmissions (Glielmo et al., 2006; Pettersson and Nielsen,
2000). However, additional drivability disturbances may arise in hybrid-electric drivetrains
due to the presence of multiple actuators that have different response characteristics and due
to the use of hybrid functions such as engine start-stop. The results presented in this paper
focus on such HEV speciﬁc drivability disturbances.
Modelling of HEVs has been a topic of extensive research (Syed et al., 2006; Rousseau
et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2001; Powell et al., 1998). The simulators described in Rousseau
et al. (2006) and Lin et al. (2001) are based on quasi-static energy models that are capable of
predicting fuel economy and performance for different HEV conﬁgurations. The simulators
described in Syed et al. (2006) and Powell et al. (1998) have a frequency range comparable to
the model presented in this paper. However, these works do not report thorough experimental
validation of the models including quasi-static and transient conditions. Also, the models
presented in Syed et al. (2006) and Powell et al. (1998) are suited to power-split type hybrid
architectures. The main contribution of this paper is the detailed experimental validation
of a through-the-road parallel HEV simulator that incorporates a six-speed automatic
transmission model.
This paper is organised as follows: Section II presents the architecture of the experimental
vehicle. Section III describes the details of the dynamic HEV model. Section IV provides
various comparisons of experimental and simulation results obtained from different driving
conditions and concluding remarks are made in Section V. Also, a detailed list of the
symbols and subscripts used throughout the paper is given in Section VI and the main model
parameters are reported in Section VII.

2

Experimental vehicle platform

The experimental vehicle is a commercially available mid-sized sports utility vehicle that is
converted to an HEV at the Centre for Automotive Research of The Ohio State University. This
effort was motivated by the Challenge-X program; a vehicle development competition with
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the goals of achieving better fuel economy and lower emissions through the use of advanced
propulsion technologies.
The architecture of the experimental vehicle is illustrated in Figure 1. The components
that are relevant to the dynamic model are listed as follows:
•

a 1.9 L diesel turbocharged ICE

•

a 10 kW DC brushless-type belted starter alternator (BSA) coupled to the engine

•

a 6 speed automatic transmission to drive the front axle

•

a 32 kW AC induction-type electric machine (EM) connected to the rear axle through
a ﬁxed-ratio gearbox

•

a 300 V nominal nickel-metal hydride battery pack powering both EMs.

The selected conﬁguration allows for a variety of operating modes such as electric launch,
engine load optimisation, motor torque assist, regenerative braking and engine start-stop.
Figure 1 Experimental vehicle conﬁguration
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Model description

A low-frequency dynamic model of the test vehicle is developed to facilitate the evaluation
of vehicle drivability, fuel economy and performance. The model is implemented in the
MATLAB/Simulink environment using a variable-step solver that is suited for stiff dynamic
systems. The following fundamental assumptions are made regarding the vehicle model:
•

only longitudinal vehicle dynamics are taken into consideration

•

the torsional stiffness of all shafts and gears, except for the rear and front half-shafts, are
assumed to be inﬁnitely large
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•

the frictional properties of the road surface are assumed to be uniformly acting on all tires

•

the impacts of environmental factors such as temperature, pressure and humidity are not
taken into consideration in the component models

•

drivetrain losses are represented by lumped efﬁciency and viscous friction models.

As a consequence of assumptions 1 and 3, a half car model is used to represent the components
downstream from the front and rear differentials. Note that an earlier phase of the dynamic
model presented in this paper was described in our previous work (Koprubasi et al., 2007). A
description of the individual component models is presented in the below section.

3.1 Engine
The detailed thermodynamic model (Guzzella and Amstutz, 1998) that describes diesel
engine dynamics do not provide a substantial amount of additional information for the
validation of a drivability-oriented vehicle model. These types of models are often used
in the design of engine control systems such as the exhaust gas recirculation valve and
the turbocharger. In this work, a simpliﬁed engine torque model is used to represent the
dynamics between the torque request and the resulting crankshaft speed.
In the test vehicle, the Engine Control Unit (ECU) receives a percentage-based torque
request (pedal position or supervisory controller input) and processes this input to generate
the actual torque request. A simpliﬁed representation of this process is given in Figure 2. The
corresponding mathematical expressions can be written as follows:
Tice,raw = f ice,raw (ωice , Tice,per )
Tice,filt =

1

τ ice,filt

(Tice,raw − Tice,filt ), Tice,filt (0) = K ice,filt

Tice,req = Tice,filt + Tice,idle + Tice,tr .

(1)
(2)
(3)

Here, fice,raw represents a two-dimensional look-up table, Tice,per is the percentage-based
torque request, Tice,raw is the raw ICE torque request, Tice,ﬁlt is the ﬁltered torque request
and Tice,req is the actual torque request. Kice,ﬁlt and τice,ﬁlt are ﬁltering parameters that vary
Figure 2 A simpliﬁed illustration of the ECU process that converts a percentage-based torque
request into an actual torque request
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according to the transmission gear ratio. The idle-speed controller (Tice,idle) is modelled as a
PI controller combined with a feed-forward term that compensates for the engine friction.
The Transmission Control Unit (TCU) torque request (Tice,tr) is nominally zero except for
gear shifts.
The relationship between the engine torque request and indicated torque is given by
Tice,ind =

1

τ ice

(−Tice,ind (t ) + Tice,req (t − δ ice ))

(4)

where Tice,ind is the indicated engine torque, τice is the engine time constant due to turbocharger
dynamics and δice = π/ωice is the induction-to-power stroke transport delay (180 deg in the crank
angle domain). The resulting crankshaft dynamics are given by

ωice =

1
(Tice,ind + Tbsa − Tice, fr − Tp )
J ice + J bsa + J p

(5)

where Jice is the engine inertia, Jp is the torque converter pump inertia and Jbsa is the combined
inertia of the belt, the pulley and the BSA rotor. The mathematical expressions for Tbsa and
Tp are given in the following sections. The engine friction is approximated as a quadratic
function of the engine speed based on the available engine data:
2
Tice, fr = bice,2ωice
+ bice,1ωice + bice,0 .

(6)

where bice,i are engine friction coefﬁcients. All engine accessory loads are lumped into the
engine friction. The engine friction also has a strong dependence on the engine temperature.
This dependence, which results in a higher friction at low engine temperatures, is not taken
into consideration in the engine model. The vehicle model is validated by experiments
conducted under moderate engine coolant temperatures (80–100°C).

3.2 Torque converter
The torque converter model is adapted from the empirical quasi-static model developed
in Kotwicki (1982). The dynamics due to ﬂuid inertial effects become more pronounced
at frequencies higher than 10 Hz (Hrovat and Tobler, 1985). Therefore, these effects are
neglected in the torque converter model. The torque converter pump and turbine torques
are given as functions of the engine and turbine speeds:
2
⎧Ctc ,1ωice
0 ≤ ωt / ωice < γ c ⎫
+ Ctc ,2ωiceωt + Ctc ,3ωt2
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
2
2
Tp (ωice , ωt ) = ⎨Ctc ,4ωice + Ctc ,5ωiceωt + Ctc ,6ωt
γ c ≤ ωt / ωice ≤ 1⎬
⎪
⎪
2
2
⎩⎪−Ctc ,4ωice − Ctc ,5ωiceωt − Ctc ,6ωt ωt / ωice > 1
⎭⎪

(7)

2
⎧Ctc ,7ωice
+ Ctc ,8ωiceωt + Ctc ,9ωt2
⎪⎪
2
Tt (ωice , ωt ) = ⎨Ctc ,4ωice
+ Ctc ,5ωiceωt + Ctc ,6ωt2
⎪
2
2
⎩⎪−Ctc ,4ωice − Ctc ,5ωiceωt − Ctc ,6ωt

(8)

0 ≤ ωt / ωice < γ c ⎫
⎪⎪
γ c ≤ ωt / ωice ≤ 1 ⎬ .
⎪
ωt / ωice > 1
⎭⎪
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Tp and Tt represent the torque converter pump and turbine torques, Ctc,i (where i = 1, … 9)
are empirical coefﬁcients, γc is the torque coupling speed ratio and ωt is the turbine speed.
If the torque converter lock-up clutch is engaged, then the torque converter acts as a rigid
coupling, that is, Tp = Tt and ωice = ωt.
The torque converter (mechanical) inertial effects are taken into consideration by adding
the pump inertia (Jp) to the engine side and the turbine inertia (Jt) to the transmission input
side. This is a reasonable assumption since the transmission input shaft and the engine
crankshaft can be assumed as rigid shafts.

3.3 Transmission: mechanics
The six-speed automatic transmission is composed of a series arrangement of a two-stage
compound gear set called a Ravigneaux Gear Set (RGS) and a simple Planetary Gear Set (PGS).
This arrangement is also known as the LePelletier arrangement (Lepelletier, 1992). The
power-ﬂow between the input and output shafts is coordinated by the proper engagement of three
wet clutches, two brakes (a band brake and a multi-disc brake) and a single one-way clutch. A
layout of the gears, the friction elements and the torque converter is given in Figure 3. This ﬁgure
also shows the acronyms that are used to refer to the gears and clutches inside the transmission.
Figure 4 shows the sign convention adopted for the speeds of the two epicyclic gear trains.
Figure 3 A stick diagram of the six-speed automatic transmission

Source:

Kasuya et al. (2005)

Figure 4 Sign convention of the epyciclic gear trains
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The sun gear of the PGS (referred to as PGS,S) is mechanically ﬁxed to the transmission
housing. Therefore, the conﬁguration of the PGS imposes the following kinematic
constraints:

ωpgs, r =
ωpgs,c =

2 Rpgs, p
Rpgs, r

ωpgs, p

Rpgs, r
Rpgs, r + Rpgs, s

(9)

ωpgs, r .

(10)

Rpgs ,* are the effective radii of the PGS gears where the subscript * = {p, r, s, c} represents
the pinion set, the ring gear, the sun gear and the carrier, respectively. The angular speeds
of the PGS gears are denoted as ωpgs,*. Similarly, the RGS kinematic constraints can be
written as

ωrgs,c =

ωrgs, s1 =
ωrgs, s 2 =
ωrgs, r =

Rrgs, p1
Rrgs, c1 K rgs, c1 + Rrgs, c 2 K rgs, c 2

Rrgs, c1
Rrgs, s1
Rrgs, c 2
Rrgs, s 2
Rrgs, c 2
Rrgs, r

Rrgs, p1

ωrgs,c −

Rrgs, s1

ωrgs,c −

ωrgs,c +

ωrgs, p1

Rrgs, p 2
Rrgs, s 2

Rrgs, p 2
Rrgs, r

ωrgs, p1 +

ωrgs, p 2

ωrgs, p 2

Rrgs, p 2
Rrgs, c1 K rgs, c1 + Rrgs, c 2 K rgs, c 2

ωrgs, p 2

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

where Rrgs,* represent the effective radii of the RGS gears. The subscript * = {pl, p2, r,
s1, s2, c} denotes the pinion set 1, the pinion set 2, the ring gear, the sun gear 1, the sun
gear 2 and the carrier, respectively. Similarly, ωrgs,* are the angular speeds of the RGS
gears. Note that the subscripts cl and c2 represent the effective radii of the PGS carrier
extending from its axis of rotation to the pinion set 1 and pinion set 2. Also, Krgs,c1 and
Krgs,c2 are constants resulting from the geometric conﬁgurations of the pinion set 1 and
pinion set 2.
The following kinematic relationships are also valid at the transmission input and output
shafts:

ωt = ωpgs, r
⎛ 1
⎜ζ ζ
⎝ cg fd

ωtr = ⎜

(15)
⎞
⎟⎟ ωrgs, r
⎠

(16)
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where ωtr is the transmission output speed and ζcg and ζfd are the speed reduction
ratios of the counter gear and the final drive. Equations (9–14) impose six algebraic
constraints (excluding the sun gear constraint, ωpgs,s = 0) on the transmission gear sets,
thus resulting in a total of three Degrees of Freedom (DOF). To realise a specific gear
ratio, two of these DOFs are constrained by a proper combination of clutches and
brakes.
The geometric conﬁgurations of the PGS and the RGS are demonstrated in further detail
in Figure 4. The pinion arrangement used in the RGS is obtained from Katou et al. (2004).
The RGS has two pinion sets (a short pinion set, P1 and a long pinion set, P2) that are
connected to a common carrier. The rotational directions that correspond to the ﬁrst gear are
also shown in Figure 4. In this conﬁguration, clutch C1 connects the PGS carrier to the RGS
sun gear 1. Also, the one-way clutch F1 grounds the RGS carrier to the transmission housing
resulting in ωrgs,c = 0.
The following PGS dynamic equations are obtained by computing the net torques about
the corresponding gears axes:

ωt =

1
(Tt ηtrη fd − Ttr , fr − npgs, p Rpgs, r Fpgs, pr − Tc ,2 )
J pgs,1

(17)

ωpgs, p =

1
( Rpgs, p ( Fpgs, pr − Fpgs, ps ))
J pgs, p

(18)

ωpgs,c =

1
(npgs, p Rpgs, c ( Fpgs, pr + Fpgs, ps ) − Tc ,1 − Tc ,3 ).
J pgs, c

(19)

Here, Tc, j (where j = {1, 2, 3}) represent the clutch torques, Jpgs, p is the inertia of a single
PGS pinion, Jpgs, c is the PGS carrier inertia, npgs, p is the number of gears in the PGS pinion
set, Fpgs, pr is the reaction force between the pinion and the ring gear and Fpgs,ps is the reaction
force between the pinion and the sun gear. The inertia at the turbine shaft, Jpgs,1, can be
written as
J pgs,1 = J t + J pgs, r + J c ,2

(20)

where Jpgs,r is the inertia of the PGS ring gear and Jc,2 is the combined inertia of the rotating
clutch 2 components. tr and fd denote the transmission and ﬁnal drive mechanical
efﬁciencies. The transmission viscous friction losses, Ttr,fr, are modelled as a linear function
of the turbine speed:
Ttr , fr = btr ,1ωt + btr ,0

(21)

btr,0, btr,1 are friction coefﬁcients. Note that the efﬁciency terms ηtr and fd represent gear
meshing losses and they directly multiply the input torque. However, Ttr, fr is an additive term
that represents the transmission spin losses due to viscous friction.
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The differential equations that describe the RGS dynamics are obtained using calculations
similar to the PGS:

ωrgs, s1 =

1
(Tc ,1 − nrgs, p1 Rrgs, s1 Frgs, s1 )
J rgs,2

(22)

ωrgs, s 2 =

1
(Tc ,3 − Tb ,1 − nrgs, p 2 Rrgs, s 2 Frgs, s 2 )
J rgs,3

(23)

1

ωrgs, p1 =

J rgs, p1

( Rrgs, p1 ( Frgs, p 2 − Frgs, s1 ))

(24)

ωrgs, p 2 =

1
( Rrgs, p 2 ( Frgs, p 2 − Frgs, s 2 − Frgs, r ))
J rgs, p 2

ωrgs,c =

1
J rgs, c

( Rrgs, c1 Frgs, s1 + Rrgs, c 2 ( Frgs, s 2 − Frgs, r )

(25)

(26)

+ K rgs, p 2 Frgs, p 2 + Tc ,2 − Tb ,2 + Tc , f 1 )

ωrgs, r =

1
J rgs,4

(nrgs, p 2 Rrgs, r Frgs, r −

2

ζ cg ζ fd

Ths , f ).

(27)

Tb,k (where k = {1, 2}) are the brake torques for friction elements B1 and B2, Tc,f1 is the oneway clutch torque, Jrgs,pl is the inertia of a single gear in the RGS pinion set 1, Jrgs,p2 is the
inertia of a single gear in the RGS pinion set 2, nrgs,p1 is the number of gears in the RGS pinion
set 1, nrgs,p2 is the number of gears in the RGS pinion set 2, Frgs,* (where * = {s1, s2, p2, r})
are reaction forces acting on various gears, Krgs,p2 is a constant resulting from the geometric
conﬁgurations of pinion set 1 and pinion set 2 and Ths,f is the reaction torque of a single half
shaft on the front axle. The remaining inertias given in equation (22–27) are the following
J rgs,2 = J rgs, s1 + J c ,1

(28)

J rgs,3 = J rgs, s 2 + J c ,3

(29)

J rgs,4 = J rgs, r +

J cg

ζ

2
cg

+

J fd

ζ cg2 ζ fd2

(30)

where Jrgs,s1 is the RGS sun gear 1 inertia, Jrgs,s2 is the RGS sun gear 2 inertia, Jrgs,r is the RGS
ring gear inertia, Jcg is the output reﬂected inertia of the counter gear pair, Jfd is the output
reﬂected inertia of the ﬁnal drive gear set, Jc,1 is the combined inertia of the rotating clutch 1
components and Jc,3 is the combined inertia of the rotating clutch 3 components.
The dynamic equations (17–19) and (22–27) are solved together with the kinematic
constraints (9–14) to obtain the transmission gear speeds and reaction torques. Note that
differential equations (17–19) and (22–27) do not provide a minimal state-space representation
of the system since some of the variables are algebraically coupled. The system order can be
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reduced by direct substitution of (9–14) into (17–19) and (22–27). However, the resulting
closed form expressions become highly complex. Therefore, the solution to the coupled
differential-algebraic system is obtained using a numerical iteration method in MATLAB
(Shampine et al., 1999). Note that one can further simplify the transmission equations by
setting all pinion inertias (Jpgs,p, Jrgs,p1, Jrgs,p2) equal to zero. This would also help improve the
computational efﬁciency of the simulator.

3.4 Transmission: hydraulics
Figure 3 shows the conﬁguration of hydraulically operated friction clutches and brakes as
well as the mechanical one-way clutch. These friction elements are activated according
to the clutch schedule given in Table 1 (Kasuya et al., 2005). Note that only sequential
gear shifts are considered in the vehicle model while neglecting skip shifts such as a
4–6 gear shift. As Table 1 indicates, every upshift or downshift requires the engagement
of an on-coming clutch as well as the disengagement of an off-going clutch. A selected
friction element remains engaged during a particular gear shift. For example, during a 3–4
upshift, friction element C2 becomes engaged, Cl remains engaged and C3 is gradually
disengaged.
The dynamics between the clutch pressure commands and the reaction torques generated by
the friction elements are fairly involved (Zheng, 1999). In this work, the dynamics between the
pressure command and the pressure acting on a clutch actuator are represented by the following
second-order transfer function
p (s)
1
=
p ,req ( s ) (τ ,1 s + 1)(τ

,2

(31)

s + 1)

where *,1 and *,2 are time constants, p* is the actual clutch pressure and p*,req is the clutch
pressure request. The subscript * = {{c, 1}, {c, 2}, {c, 3}, {b, 2}} is used to represent all
disc-type friction elements. The clutch torques and the multi-disc brake torque are modelled
as functions of the clutch pressures and slip speeds (Zheng, 1999):

⎛ ∆ω ⎞
T∗ = p∗ A∗ n∗ R∗ µ∗ (∆ω∗ ) tanh ⎜ ∗ ⎟ .
⎜ω ⎟
⎝ ∗,th ⎠

Table 1

(32)

Schedule of active friction of elements in different gears (X: engaged). Gear ratios
exclude the ﬁnal drive and counter gear reduction ratios
Gear

C1

1
2
3
4
5
6
R

X
X
X
X

C2

C3

B1

B2

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

Fl

Gear ratio

X

4.148
2.370
1.556
1.115
0.859
0.686
3.394
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In this equation, A* represents the effective disc area of a friction element, n* is the number
of clutch plates, R*is the effective disc radius, ω* is the relative slip speed and ω*,th is
a threshold speed. The coefﬁcient of friction, * ( ω*), is represented by the following
expression:

µ∗ (∆ω∗ ) = µ∗,1 + µ∗,2 e

− µ ∗,3 ∆ω∗

+ µ∗,4 ∆ω∗

(33)

where *,i are clutch friction coefﬁcients. The three terms in equation (33), respectively,
represent the static friction, Stribeck friction and viscous friction effects (Asgari et al., 2006).
The variation of clutch torque with respect to clutch slip speed is shown in Figure 5 for
different clutch pressures. The following slip speeds determine the direction of the torques
generated by the multi-disc friction elements:
∆ωc ,1 = ωpgs, c − ωrgs, s1

(34)

∆ωc ,2 = ωpgs, r − ωrgs, c

(35)

∆ωc ,3 = ωpgs, c − ωrgs, s 2

(36)

∆ωb ,2 = ωrgs, c .

(37)

Figure 5 Variation of the clutch torques with slip speed and applied pressure
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The band brake (Bl) shows different dynamic behaviour for energising and de-energising
engagements (Clausing et al., 2002):
⎧(e µb ,1 ( ∆ωb ,1 )θb ,1 − 1) tanh ⎛⎜ ∆ωb ,1 ⎞⎟ for energising
⎜ω
⎟
⎪
⎝ b ,1,th ⎠
⎪
engagement
⎪
.
Tb ,1 = pb ,1 Ab ,1 Rb ,1 ⋅ ⎨
⎛ ∆ω ⎞
− µb ,1 ( ∆ωb ,1 )θb ,1
⎪(1 − e
) tanh ⎜⎜ ω b ,1 ⎟⎟ for de-energising
⎝ b ,1,th ⎠
⎪
⎪⎩
engagement

(38)

is the band wrap angle, Rb,1 is the effective band radius, Ab,1 is the band piston area,
ωb,1 = ωrgs,s2 is the band slip speed and ωb,1,th is a threshold speed.
The one-way clutch (Fl) only engages in ﬁrst gear. It allows the RGS carrier to freewheel
in one direction while transferring torque in the opposite direction. The one-way clutch
dynamics can be represented as
b,1

0
⎧⎪
Tc , f 1 = ⎨
⎪⎩kc , f 1θ rgs, c + bc , f 1ωrgs, c

if

ωrgs,c > 0

if

ωrgs,c ≤ 0

(39)

where θ rgs, c = ∫ ωrgs, c dt , kc , f 1 is the one-way clutch stiffness and bc,f1 is the one-way clutch
damping coefﬁcient.
The transmission clutch pressure commands are determined on the basis of the transmission
line pressure. In this work, the transmission line pressure is assumed to be constant when the
engine is running at or above idle speed. In practice, the transmission line pressure is modiﬁed by
the TCU as a function of parameters such as the engine torque request and the transmission gear.
Furthermore, the vehicle’s engine start-stop functionality requires the transmission line
pressure to be modiﬁed according to the state of the engine since the transmission is pressurised
by an engine-driven gear pump. This phenomenon is approximated by the following conditions
⎧ ptr ,off
⎪
ptr = ⎨ f tr (ωice ) ptr ,on
⎪
ptr ,on
⎩

engine off
engine cranking

(40)

engine running

where ptr,off is a small offset pressure, p tr,on is the nominal transmission line pressure and
f tr ( ωice) is a smoothing function. Note that the transmission line pressure also affects
the behaviour of the torque converter during engine start-stop. This dependence is
represented in the vehicle model by multiplying the pump and turbine torques by a
normalised correction term that is given by p tr/ptr,on.2

3.5 EMs and rear driveline
The dynamics of the rear driveline can be described using a lumped model with all inertias
reﬂected to the EM output shaft:
⎛
⎞
2
Ths , r ⎟
⎜⎜ Temη gbη rd − Tem , fr −
⎟
1
ζ rd ζ gb
⎠
+ J gb + 2 J rd ⎝
1

ωem =
J em

ζ gb

(41)
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where Jem is the EM rotor inertia, Jgb is the gearbox inertia on the EM output shaft, Jrd is
the rear differential inertia on the differential input shaft, ζgb is the gearbox speed reduction
ratio, ζrd is the rear differential speed reduction ratio, ηgb is the mechanical efﬁciency of the
gearbox, ηrd is the mechanical efﬁciency of the rear differential, Tem is the EM output torque
and Ths,r is the reaction torque of a single half shaft on the rear axle. Tem,fr is a friction term
that includes all spinning losses in the rear driveline including motor parasitic losses, bearing
frictions and alike. Tem,fr is modelled as a linear function of the motor speed:
Tem , fr = bem ,1ωem + bem ,0

(42)

bem,0, bem,1 are experimentally determined friction coefﬁcients. The mechanical behaviour
of the belted-starter alternator is incorporated into the engine crankshaft dynamics given
by equation (5). The dynamics of the belt coupling between the engine and the BSA are
neglected.
Electrical response characteristics of the EMs are represented by ﬁrst-order models
similar to those used in the engine dynamics. EMs exhibit a short time lag between the
torque request and the actual torque output, which can be represented as:
Tem =
Tbsa =

1

τ em
1

τ bsa

(−Tem + Tem ,req )

(43)

(−Tbsa + Tbsa,req ).

(44)

Tem,req and Tbsa,req are torque requests received by the EM and the BSA.

3.6 Front and rear axles
In this work, the commonly used linear half-shaft model is extended with a lumped gear
backlash model (Lagerberg and Egardt, 2007). This model assumes that the total gear
clearance of the front (or the rear) driveline is reﬂected to the front (or the rear) half-shafts:
Ths ,i = khs ,i (θ hs ,i − θbl ,i ) + bhs ,i (∆ωhs ,i − ωbl ,i )

(45)

The subscript, i = {f, r}, is used to refer to the front and rear axles,3 khs,i is the stiffness of
a single half-shaft on axle i, bhs,i is the damping coefﬁcient of a single half-shaft on axle
i, ωhs,i is the speed difference between the two ends of a half shaft, hs,i is the torsional
displacement on a half-shaft, bl,i is the backlash position and ωbl,i is the backlash speed.
The expressions for half shaft torsional displacement and relative angular speed are
given as
i = f (front axle)
⎧ωtr − ωwh , f ,
⎪
θ hs ,i = ∆ωhs ,i = ⎨ 1
⎪ ζ ζ ωem − ωwh , r , i = r (rear axle)
⎩

gb rd

(46)
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where ωwh,i is the wheel speed. The backlash speed varies as a function of the backlash position
(Lagerberg and Egardt, 2007):

θbl ,i = ωbl ,i

⎧ khs ,i (θ − θ ) + ∆ω ,
θbl ,i < θbl ,0
hs , i
⎪ bhs ,i hs ,i bl ,i
⎪
k
⎪
= ⎨max 0, bhs ,i (θ hs ,i − θ bl ,i ) + ∆ωhs ,i , θ bl ,i = −θ bl ,0 .
hs , i
⎪
⎪min 0, khs ,i (θ − θ ) + ∆ω
θbl ,i = θbl ,0
hs , i
bl , i
hs , i ,
bhs , i
⎪⎩

(
(

)
)

(47)

bl,i0 represents half of the total gear clearance in the (front or rear) driveline. This equation
essentially constrains the backlash position inside a clearance region of 2 bl,0. The
extended half-shaft model described by equations (45–47) is also graphically illustrated
in Figure 6.
Modelling gear backlash is particularly important for the prediction of rear driveline
dynamic behaviour in the test vehicle. The absence of a torque damping device in the rear
driveline aggravates drivability issues such as shunt and shufﬂe that are strongly inﬂuenced
by gear lash.

Figure 6 The half shaft model extended with gear backlash. Note that ωd,i, the differential output
speed, is equal to ωtr for the front axle and ωem / gb rd for the rear axle

3.7 Tires and vehicle
A nonlinear tire model proposed by Pacejka (2002) is used to represent the longitudinal tire
dynamics. This model uses the semi-empirical ‘Magic Formula’ to compute the tractive
forces (Fx,i) generated by the tires:
Fx ,i = µ wh Fz ,i sin(Cwh ,1 arctan(Cwh ,2κ i′ − Cwh ,3
(Cwh ,2κ i′ − arctan(Cwh ,2κ i′)))).

(48)

See Figure 7 for a graphical visualisation of the former equation. The Pacejka model
coefﬁcients Cwh,1, Cwh,2, Cwh,3 are obtained from the manufacturer’s tire data, κ i′ is the
transient tire slip and wh is the coefﬁcient of friction between the tires and the road surface.
The vertical forces acting on the front and rear wheels (Fz,f and Fz,r ) change as a function of
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Figure 7 Graphical representation of equation (48): longitudinal force Fx,i as a function of the
transient slip κ i′ for different normal loads Fz,i

the vehicle acceleration4 and the resulting longitudinal load transfer can be approximately
represented as
Fz , f =

M veh g ⎛
aveh
⎞
− K veh,2 ⎟
⎜1 − K veh,1
4 ⎝
g
⎠

(49)

Fz , r =

M veh g ⎛
aveh
⎞
+ K veh,2 ⎟
⎜1 + K veh,1
4 ⎝
g
⎠

(50)

where Kveh,1 and Kveh,2 are geometric vehicle properties, Mveh is the total mass of the vehicle, g
is the gravitational acceleration and aveh is the vehicle’s longitudinal acceleration.
As seen in equation (48), transient tire slip (κ i′) has a major influence on longitudinal
tire force. κ i′ is a function of the longitudinal tire deflection, uwh,i, which can be
computed as

uwh ,i

⎧
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
=⎨
⎪
⎪ −v − 1 v u
⎪⎩ s ,i σ κ veh wh ,i

vveh < vveh,low ∧ κ i′ > 3Fz ,i / CFκ
∧ (vs ,i + vveh uwh ,i / σ κ )uwh ,i < 0

(51)

otherwise

where the tire slip speed, vs,i, is deﬁned as
vs ,i = vveh − Rwhωwh ,i .

(52)
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Here, vveh is the vehicle’s longitudinal velocity, vveh, Iow is a threshold speed, σk is the tire relaxation
length, CFk is the longitudinal tire stiffness and Rwh is the tire radius under load. The transient slip
is then obtained using the following expression:
ki′ =

uwh ,i

σκ

−

bv ,low
CF κ

vs ,i .

(53)

The low speed damping coefﬁcient, bv,low, can be computed using an appropriate function such
as the one proposed in Pacejka (2002). Using the tire tractive forces and half shaft torques, the
wheel speeds are calculated from a torque balance at the wheels:

ωwh ,i =

1
(Ths ,i − Rwh Fx ,i − Rwh Frr ,i )
J wh

(54)

where Jwh is the wheel inertia and Frr,i is the tire rolling force. According to the manufacturer’s
technical speciﬁcations, the tire rolling resistance is modelled as a predominantly static
function that also has a slight linear dependence on vehicle speed at constant tire pressure:
Frr ,i = Fz ,i , st cos(γ )(Crr ,0 + Crr ,1vveh )

(55)

where Crr,0 and Crr,1 are rolling coefﬁcients, γ is the road inclination and Fz,i,st is the static normal load
on the tire. Important variables that are used in the tire model are also shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8 A free-body diagram of the tire

Using the tire forces from the front and rear axles, the longitudinal vehicle velocity can be
obtained using the standard vehicle dynamics equation:
vveh =
where

1
1
(2 Fx , f + 2 Fx , r − ρ a Cd Aveh v 2 veh − M veh g sin(γ ))
2
M veh
a

(56)

is the air density, Cd is the vehicle’s drag coefﬁcient and Aveh is the vehicle’s frontal area.
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3.8 High-voltage battery
The battery model has an indirect inﬂuence on vehicle drivability since the battery StateOf-Charge (SOC) (which is a control strategy feedback signal) affects the power-split to the
actuators. To predict this effect, a simpliﬁed zeroth-order battery model is used to estimate
the battery SOC. For information on more sophisticated battery models, the reader is referred
to Bornatico et al. (2007).
The power supplied by the battery, Pbatt, is given as:
Pbatt

⎧⎪ η (ω1 ,T )
Tk ωk ≥ 0
(k = {em, bsa})
= Pacc + ∑ Tk ωk ⋅ ⎨ k k k
k
⎪⎩η k (ωk , Tk ) Tk ωk < 0

(57)

where Pacc is the constant electrical load of the accessories, ηk is the combined energy
conversion efﬁciency of the EM (EM or BSA) and its power converter.
The power balance equation together with the Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law applied to the
battery model allows the computation of the battery current and voltage, knowing the power
supplied by the battery (Pbatt), the estimated battery open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the battery
internal resistance (Zbatt):
I batt =

Voc − Voc2 − 4 Z batt Pbatt

(58)

2 Z batt

Vbatt = Voc − Z batt I batt .

(59)

The battery internal resistance and the open-circuit voltage are modelled as functions of the
battery SOC and these functions vary according to the sign of the battery current. Nominally,
these parameters are also affected by the battery temperature. However, the dynamic
simulator does not incorporate a thermal battery model and hence, temperature dependence
is neglected. Using the battery current and the estimated initial open-circuit voltage, the
battery SOC (Sbatt) can be obtained by direct current integration:
S batt (t ) = S batt (Voc (0)) +

1
Cbatt

∫

t

0

I batt dt

(60)

where Cbatt is the battery energy capacity.

4

Experimental validation

The HEV model is validated using a number of longitudinal driving experiments conducted
on a dry asphalt surface at nearly zero road grade. Thermal parameters that would normally
affect the dynamic behaviour of powertrain components (such as the engine coolant
temperature, transmission oil temperature and battery temperature) are monitored such that
they are within their nominal (warm) operating ranges.
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For the validation of the vehicle model, the control strategy torque commands and the
transmission gear command that are recorded from experiments are directly input to the
simulator and the desired vehicle states are computed. The primary variables of interest are
vehicle acceleration, engine speed, transmission input and output speeds, transmission gear
ratio and rear EM speed. Also, the battery pack current and voltage are used for the validation
of the battery model. Most of the measurements are logged from the vehicle’s controller
area network. The longitudinal vehicle acceleration is acquired by a MEMS (Micro ElectroMechanical System) -type accelerometer that is rigidly mounted on the vehicle chassis.

4.1 Electric-only operation
The ﬁrst experiment is conducted while the vehicle is in electric-only operating mode, that
is, when the vehicle is propelled through the exclusive use of the rear electric motor. Step
changes in torque are applied to the rear EM while keeping the engine off. This way the
dynamic coupling between the front and rear drive systems is minimised.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of the simulation results and experimental data for the
vehicle acceleration and EM speed. Both simulations correlate well with experimental
data during transients and quasi-steady operation. Note that the ﬁrst pedal tip-in at
t = 10 s causes a larger overshoot in vehicle acceleration compared with the second
tip-in at t = 13 s, although the torque steps are equal in magnitude ( Tem,reg = 60 Nm). This
behaviour is a result of the gear backlash and it is accurately captured by the simulator
(see Fig. 10(a)).
Figure 9 Validation of the rear driveline model. The simulated vehicle acceleration and EM speed
are compared with experimental data

A similar situation arises following the pedal tip-out at t = 19 s. Vehicle fore-aft acceleration
and gear backlash position (only the simulation result) are shown in Figure 10(b). Note
that the pedal tip-out manoeuvre at t = 19 s (a pedal tip-out followed by a negative torque
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Figure 10 Detail of the test shown in Figure 9. The gear backlash model accurately represents the
transient effects in the rear driveline

demand) causes a momentary response delay during backlash reversal followed by a large
undershoot in vehicle acceleration. Both transients are accurately predicted by the vehicle
model. Another interesting result is seen when the EM torque command changes from –60
to 0 Nm shortly after t = 22 s. The driving gear brieﬂy contacts the upper and lower bounds
of the gear clearance as a result of the sign change in half shaft torque. The simulation result
closely follows the experimental data in this case.
Figure 11 shows a comparison of the simulation results and experimental data for battery
model validation. The simulated battery current is in agreement with the experimental data.
However, the predicted battery voltage is slightly different than its experimental counterpart.
Also, the battery output voltage at t = 10 s (with zero current) does not correspond to the
open-circuit voltage of the battery since the battery was not sufﬁciently relaxed prior to the
experiment. This issue contributes to the uncertainties in the battery model. However, the same
qualitative trend is observed between the two voltage traces despite the visible differences in
magnitude. Since the accuracy of the battery model mostly affects fuel economy predictions, the
results obtained here are satisfactory for the validation of a drivability-oriented vehicle model.

4.2 Engine-only operation
Another test is conducted to validate the front driveline model while keeping the vehicle
in engine-only operating mode; the rear electric motor and the BSA are shut off during the
whole duration of the test. The accelerator pedal is maintained at a nearly ﬁxed position
during this test. The indicated engine torque that is estimated by the ECU is used as an input
to the vehicle simulator. The engine is initially in idle operating condition. Two gear upshifts
are commanded by the TCU during the acceleration manoeuvre.
The simulated vehicle states are compared with experimental data in Figures 12 and 13.
Vehicle acceleration is considered to be the primary indicator of model accuracy. Other
driveline variables of interest are engine speed, torque converter turbine speed (transmission
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Figure 11 The simulated battery pack voltage and current are compared with experimental data for
the test shown in Figure 9

input speed) and transmission output speed. The simulation outputs correlate well with
experimental data for both steady and transient conditions. However, the simulated engine
speed slightly overestimates experimental data for the majority of the test. Further work
is needed to estimate engine friction and torque converter model coefﬁcients with higher
accuracy to improve the steady-state prediction capability of the model.
It is clear from Figures 12 and 13 that the most important transients during engine-only
operation of the test vehicle are transmission gear shifts. Other disturbances such as driveline
Figure 12 Validation of the front driveline model in engine-only operation. The simulated vehicle
acceleration and engine speed are compared with experimental data
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Figure 13 Validation of the front driveline model in engine-only operation. The simulated transmission
input–output speeds are compared with experimental data

shufﬂe (as a result of pedal tip-in/tip-out) are not observed in the tests since the excitation
frequencies in the vicinity of the fundamental natural frequency of the front driveline are
highly damped by the torque converter.
The 1–2 and 2–3 gear shifts are shown in more detail in Figure 14. The primary objective
for the validation of gear shift transients is to capture the qualitative behaviour in vehicle
acceleration and transmission input/output speeds.5 The actual transmission behaviour
is difﬁcult to capture with reasonable accuracy for all possible gear shifting conditions
Figure 14 Details of the engine-only operation validation test showing two gear upshifts under
medium engine load
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since some of the physical parameters of the transmission, such as clutch/brake friction
coefﬁcients, are not available as measurements. Therefore, representative values are obtained
from external resources (Asgari et al., 2006; Clausing et al., 2002; Cho, 1987). Also, note
that the clutch pressure traces are slightly calibrated to obtain the results shown in Figure 14.
It is difﬁcult to achieve the same level of accuracy in another test conducted under different
operating conditions (e.g., with high engine load).

4.3 Hybrid vehicle operation
After the validation of individual driveline models, the overall HEV model is validated during
an acceleration that involves a series of operating mode changes. In this test, the vehicle is
accelerated from rest using the rear EM. The engine is initially shut off. Under appropriate
driving conditions, the engine is started using the belted-starter alternator. Following the
engine start, the vehicle advances into hybrid operating mode and it is further accelerated
using a proper combination of torques generated by the engine and the two EMs. This is a
typical driving condition for the test vehicle. Therefore, accurate prediction of this driving
condition is particularly important from a control design standpoint.
The focus of the hybrid mode validation test is the engine start event. The engine start
event, if not carefully controlled, results in a torque disturbance that occurs immediately
after the ﬁrst fuel injection (around idle speed).
The severity of this torque disturbance is related to the synchronisation of the two sides
of the on-coming clutch.
Various comparisons of the simulation results and experimental data are given in Figures
15–17 for the hybrid mode validation test. Figure 15 shows the vehicle acceleration and the
engine speed and Figure 16 shows the transmission input and output speeds. The vehicle
Figure 15 Validation of the HEV model in hybrid operation. The simulated vehicle acceleration and
engine speed are compared with experimental data
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mode changes and the beginning of the 1–2 gear shift are marked on Figure 15. Battery
voltage and current are also shown in Figure 17.
Figure 16 Validation of the HEV model in hybrid operation. The simulated transmission input–
output speeds are compared with experimental data

Figure 17 Validation of the HEV model in hybrid operation. The simulated battery pack voltage and
current are compared with experimental data

The simulation results and experimental data are in overall agreement as expected from the
previous validation tests. However, although details of the gear shift event are not shown
here, the simulated acceleration trace does not follow the experimental data as closely
as in the engine-only validation case. This result is expected since the clutch pressure
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commands used in the engine-only validation test are used here without any modiﬁcations.
As discussed earlier, this is a crude approximation of the gear shift control algorithm.
Therefore, repeatability of this assumption is not high for the purpose of gear shift model
validation.
Details of the engine start event are shown in Figure 18. The BSA starts to crank the
engine approximately at t = 4.3 s. At this time, the engine torque disturbances are not
transferred to the wheels since the transmission oil pressure is fairly low. Following the
ﬁrst fuel injection, the transmission oil pressure quickly rises to its nominal value since
the actuation mechanism activates after the engine start.6 As a result, a severe torque
hole occurs at t = 4.7 s as shown in Figure 18(a). The torque disturbance may appear as a
torque rise or a torque hole depending on the sign of the slip speed of the engaging clutch.
The angular velocities of the input and output sides of the engaging clutch are shown
in Figure 18(c). Only the simulation results are given here since no speed feedback is
available from the gears inside the transmission. In this case, a signiﬁcant amount of jerk
is transferred to the wheels because of the uncontrolled engagement of the on-coming
clutch.
Figure 18(a) indicates that the magnitude of the simulated jerk is slightly larger than the
experimental result. Figure 18(b) conﬁrms this observation since the simulated transmission
output speed also drops more than the measured speed at t = 4.7 s. However, the difference
in magnitude between the simulated and measured speeds does not correlate well with the
difference between the simulated and measured vehicle accelerations. This inconsistency
is caused most likely due to signal processing. The vehicle acceleration signal contains
a signiﬁcant amount of measurement noise. Therefore, it is low-pass ﬁltered during data
Figure 18 Details of the hybrid operation validation test highlighting the driveline disturbance that
occurs after the engine start
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acquisition. As a result, some of the abrupt variations in vehicle acceleration, such as the one
shown here, are partially rejected by the low-pass ﬁlter.
Another discrepancy between the experimental data and simulation result is observed
immediately after the clutch engagement (between t = 4.8 s and 5 s). The transient response
of the simulated transmission output speed is highly damped as shown in Figure 18(b). This
artiﬁcial smoothing effect is due to the use of a hyperbolic tangent function to represent the
clutch torque around zero slip speed.
In this section, graphical comparisons of the simulation results and experimental data are
presented for various driving conditions. Although a numerical measure of error may help
quantify the accuracy of the simulator in an objective fashion, it may also lead to inaccurate
conclusions as a result of the difﬁculty of aligning transient events in the time domain. For
example, an accurately modelled gear shift event such as the one shown in Figure 14(b) may
yield to a poor error metric since the experimental and simulated time traces are not properly
synchronised.

5

Conclusions

This paper demonstrates the development and experimental validation of a low-frequency
dynamic HEV model that is suited for the evaluation of vehicle drivability and energy
consumption. The vehicle model mainly focuses on the driveline dynamics while the
dynamics of the hybrid powertrain actuators (the diesel engine, the EMs and the transmission
hydraulic actuators) are simpliﬁed. Comparisons of the simulation results and experimental
data for electric-only, engine-only and hybrid driving modes conﬁrm that the simulator
accurately represents the actual vehicle behaviour during steady and transient operating
conditions.
One of the contributions of this paper is the development of a six-speed automatic
transmission that also accommodates for the transmission behaviour during engine
start-stop. Also, a detailed dynamic model of a through-the-road parallel HEV of the
described conﬁguration and its experimental validation are not available in the public
domain to the authors’ knowledge.
Future work will focus on deriving physics-based models of the hybrid powertrain
actuators. This would help improve the ﬁdelity of the vehicle model during transients
such as pedal tip-in/tip-out and gear shifts. Also, incorporating a computationally efﬁcient
clutch model (such as the one proposed in the study by Karnopp (Karnopp, 1985)) would
signiﬁcantly improve the execution speed of the simulator.
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Notes
1

In this work, drivability is regarded as the drive quality perceived by the driver that can be evaluated
starting from the vehicle longitudinal acceleration time-history.

2

Note that this is a crude approximation since the empirical torque converter model is only valid for
engine speeds higher than the idle speed.

3

In the remainder of this section, the subscript i is used to differentiate between the front and rear driveline components (axles, brakes and wheels).

4

The effect of the aerodynamic resistance on the longitudinal load transfer is neglected.

5

Only the details of the transmission input speed are shown here since the transmission output speed
does not have enough resolution to facilitate such comparison.

6

The transmission line pressure is controlled by an engine driven gear pump.

Nomenclature
Symbols
A
a
b
C
F
f
g
I
J
K
k
M
n
P
p
R
SOC
T
u
V
v
Z
αdr
βdr
δ
η
γ
γc
κ′
µ
ω
σk

Surface
Acceleration
Damping coefﬁcient
Model coefﬁcient
Force
Mapping function
Gravitational acceleration
Current
Inertia
Geometrical constant
Torsional stiffness
Mass
Number of elements
Power
Pressure
Radius
Battery state-of-charge
Torque
Longitudinal tire deﬂection
Voltage
Velocity
Resistance
Accelerator pedal position
Brake pedal position
Time delay
Energy conversion efﬁciency
Road grade
Torque converter coupling speed ratio
Transient tire slip
Friction coefﬁcient
Angular velocity
Tire relaxation length
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τ
ρ
θ
ζ
Subscripts
a
acc
act
b,*
bl
batt
br
bsa
c, *
cg
d
dr
em
f
f1
fd
fr
gb
hs
ice
ice, f
idle
ind
oc
p
pgs, c
pgs, p
pgs, r
pgs, s
r
rd
req
rgs, c
rgs, p1
rgs, p2
rgs, r
rgs, s1
rgs, s2
rr
t
tc
th
tr
veh
x
wh
z

Time constant
Density
Angular position
Speed reduction ratio
Air
Accessory
Actual quantity
Transmission brake,*
Backlash
High-voltage battery
Brake
Belted-Starter Alternator
Transmission clutch, *
Counter gear
Vehicle drag
Driver
Electric machine
Front (axle or wheel)
One-way clutch
Front differential
Friction
Gearbox
Half shaft
Internal combustion engine
Engine fuel
Engine idle condition
Indicated quantity
Open-circuit
Torque converter pump side
PGS carrier
PGS pinion gear
PGS ring gear
PGS sun gear
Rear (axle or wheel)
Rear differential
Requested quantity
RGS carrier
RGS pinion gear 1
RGS pinion gear 2
RGS ring gear
RGS sun gear 1
RGS sun gear 2
Rolling resistance
Torque converter turbine side
Torque converter
Threshold value
Transmission
Vehicle
Longitudinal direction
Wheel (or tire)
Vertical direction
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Main model data
Description
Vehicle
Vehicle mass (empty)
Drag coefﬁcient
Frontal area
Length between CG and front axle
Length between CG and rear axle
Rear EM (AC induction)
Rated power
Peak power
Stall torque
Inertia
Belted starter alternator (PM synchronous)
Rated power
Peak power
Stall torque
Inertia
IC Engine (diesel Inline 4-cylinders)
Peak power
Peak torque
Engine and TC pump inertia
Rear motor gearbox ratio
Rear differential ratio
Transmission gear ratios [I … VI]
Transmission ﬁnal drive
Half shafts combined stiffness
Half shafts combined damping
Total gear backlash at the rear differential input
Tire
Tire effective radius
Tire moment of inertia (single)
Rolling resistance coefﬁcient (constant term)
Tire Pacejka coefﬁcients
Cwh,1
Cwh,2
Cwh,3
mwh

Value

Unit

1957
0.417
2.86
1.273
1.587

kg
–
m2
m
m

32
67
190
0.1

kW
kW
Nm
kgm2

10
21
82
0.003

kW
kW
Nm
kgm2

107 at 4000 rpm
317
0.185
3.8
2.7
[4.148, 2.370, 1.556, 1.155,
0.859, 0.686]
2.77
6000
100
7

kW
Nm
kgm2
–
–
–
–
Nm/rad
Nms/rad
deg

0.339
2.17
0.01

m
kgm2
–

1.65
20Fz/(1.65Fz + 0.1)
1
1

–
–
–
–

